NEWS
• Nursing Scholarship Funding resource: Johnson & Johnson Campaign for Nursing's Future
• From Nate Hafer, Director, CSTA Operations, Center for Clinical Research, the following training opps from the FDA are available: http://orise.orau.gov/fda/applicants/current-research-opportunities.aspx and one related to the development of regulatory science training materials http://orise.orau.gov/fda/applicants/description.aspx?JobId=18675
• Short term research opportunities for medical students posted on the UPenn Website;
• Do you need a lab Website; in order to apply for a grant? UMMS IT would like to help you design a lab Website; that showcases your research as well as provides pertinent information to target audiences. Please submit your request 3 weeks in advance to applying for the grant, this will allow them time to work with you to build a lab Website; . You can submit your request on their Website; here.
• We can assist you with your proposals by reading LOIs and narratives and helping to put them into accessible terms. Contact us to request help.
• Need help finding funding or have questions if your research aligns with a funding opportunity? ***Learn about our Advancement Services ***
• Investigator Initiated Private Funding Received for Research FY2015 as of 5/6/2015
• Pre-Doctoral funding opportunities; 100 funding opportunities. Sorted by keyword. As of 12/18/2015
• Post-Doctoral funding opportunities; >400 funding opportunities. Sorted by keyword. As of 10/23/2015
• Awards/Prize opportunities; >200 opportunities, 125 sponsors. Sorted alphabetically by sponsor name. As of 8/21/2015.

January
1. American Academy of Dermatology: Lila and Murray Gruber Memorial Cancer Research Award; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 1/15/2016
2. American Physiological Society: Porter Physiology Development Fellowship; for pre-doctoral; $23,800/yr x 1yr; 4-6 awards/yr; Website; 1/15/2016
3. American Psychiatric Association: Award for Advancing Minority Mental Health; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 4-6 awards/yr; Website; 1/15/2016
4. American Society of Retina Specialists: ASRS Presidents' Young Investigator Award (self nominations OK); for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 1/15/2016
5. Institut de France, Fondation Lefoulon-Delalande: Lefoulon-Delalande Grand Prize; for faculty; $531K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; Website; 1/25/2016
6. International Burn Foundation: **Tanner-Vandeput-Boswick (TVB) Burn Prize**; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/30/2014

7. International Society for Eye Research
   a. **Endre A. Balazs Prize**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/15/2016
   b. **Ernst H. Bárány Prize**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/15/2016
   c. **Ludwig von Sallmann Prize**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/15/2016
   d. **Retina Research Foundation's Paul Kayser International Award in Retina Research**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/15/2016

8. National Multiple Sclerosis Society: **Barancik Prize for Innovation in Multiple Sclerosis Research (no self-nomination)**; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/31/2016

9. Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center’s Heart and Vascular Center: **Jay and Jeanie Schottenstein Prize in Cardiovascular Sciences (offered biennially in odd years)**; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 1/31/2015

10. Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation: **Edna and Robert Langholz International Nutrition Award**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2016

11. Association of University Programs in Health Administration: **William B. Graham Prize for Health Services Research (formerly called the Baxter International Foundation Prize for Health Services Research)**, no self-nominations; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/12/2016

12. Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, Inc: **Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program**; for faculty, Assistant Professor; $75K/yr x 1yr; 12-15 awards/yr; [Website]; 2/10/2016

13. European Respiratory Society
   a. **ERS Gold Medal in Asthma**; for faculty; $53K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/28/2016
   b. **ERS Gold Medal in COPD**; for faculty; $53K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/28/2016

14. International Society for the Study of the Lumbar Spine: **Wiltse Lifetime Achievement Award**; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2016

15. Jacob and Louise Gabbay Foundation: **Jacob Heskel Gabbay Award in Biotechnology and Medicine**; for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 awards/yr; [Website]; 2/28/2016

16. Johnson & Johnson: **The Dr. Paul Janssen Award for Biomedical Research**; for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; [Website]; 2/29/2016

17. Lasker Foundation, Albert and Mary
   a. **Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research Award**; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 2-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2016
   b. **Lasker-Bloomberg Public Service Award, every 2 yrs (odd)**; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2017
   c. **Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award**; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2016
   d. **Lasker-Koshland Special Achievement Award in Medical Science, every 2 yrs (even)**; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 2/1/2016

18. New York Academy of Sciences: **Regional Blavatnik Awards for Young Scientists: Postdocs (NY, CT, NJ only), age <42**; for post-doctoral; $30K/yr x 1yr; 9 awards/yr; [Website]; 2/2/2016
19. Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson Foundation: David E. Rumelhart Prize for Contributions to the Theoretical Foundations of Human Cognition; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 2/20/2016

20. Society for Vascular Surgery: Resident Research Prize; for post-doctoral; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 2/1/2016

21. University of Michigan, A. Alfred Taubman Medical Research Institute: Taubman Prize for Excellence in Translational Medical Science (self nominations ok); for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 2/1/2016

March

22. Albany Medical Center Foundation: Albany Medical Center Prize in Medicine and Biomedical Research (no self nominations); for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/1/2016

23. Alliance for Lupus Research: Lupus Insight Prize, presented in a collaboration among the Alliance for Lupus Research (ALR), the Lupus Foundation of America (LFA), and the Lupus Research Institute (LRI); for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/19/2015

24. American Association for the Advancement of Science: AAAS Martin and Rose Wachtel Cancer Research Award; for faculty, Assistant Professor; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/1/2016

25. American Psychological Association/Foundation: F. J. McGuigan Early Career Investigator Research Prize on Understanding the Human Mind (no self nominations); for post-doctoral, faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/1/2016

26. Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, Inc: Dreyfus Prize in the Chemical Sciences (no self nominations), 2015 topic was Making Molecules and Materials.; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/2/2017

27. International Balzan Prize Foundation: Annual Balzan Prizes; for faculty; $735K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/15/2016

28. Keio University Medical Science Fund: Keio Medical Science Prize; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 (shared prize) awards/yr; Website; 3/8/2016

29. McGill University Health Centre: Louis and Artur Lucian Award for Research in Circulatory Diseases; for faculty; $43K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/18/2016

30. MetLife Foundation
   a. Awards for Medical Research; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/11/2016
   b. Promising Investigator Award; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/11/2016

31. New England Patriots Charitable Foundation: Myra Kraft Community MVP Award (typically open for 30 days in spring); $5K/yr x 1yr; awards/yr; Website; 3/15/2016

32. Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (SNMMI): Marc Tetalman, MD, Memorial Award; for any, early, PhD; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 3/3/2016

33. Technion – Israel Institute of Technology: Harvey Prize; for faculty; $75K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 3/17/2016

April

34. American Association for Cancer Research: AACR Outstanding Investigator Award for Breast Cancer Research (for <50Yrs); for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 4/13/2016
35. American College of Epidemiology: Abraham Lilienfeld Award; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/3/2015
36. American Hospital Association: Foster G. McGaw Prize; for any; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/1/2016
37. American Psychological Association/Foundation: Alexander Gralnick Research Investigator Prize (offered every other year); for faculty; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/15/2016
38. American Society for Surgery of the Hand (ASSH): Andrew J. Weiland Medal for Outstanding Research in Hand Surgery; for faculty; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/4/2016
39. American Society of Human Genetics
   a. Curt Stern Award; for faculty, early; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/24/2015
   b. William Allan Award; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/24/2015
40. Association of American Medical Colleges; Arnold P. Gold Foundation Humanism in Medicine Award; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/4/2016
41. Franklin Institute, The: Bower Award and Prize for Achievement in Science, 2017 theme: Perturbations of Natural Systems in the Anthropocene; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/30/2016 LOI
42. Jerome Lejeune Foundation: The Sisley-Jerome Lejeune International Award; for any; $32,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/30/2015
43. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center: Paul Marks Prize for Cancer Research (age < 45yrs, every other year); for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 3 awards/yr; [Website]; 4/30/2015
44. Sanofi - Institut Pasteur Awards: Sanofi - Institut Pasteur Awards; for faculty; $125K/yr x 1yr; 4 awards/yr; [Website]; 4/28/2015
45. World of Children, Inc.
   a. Youth Award; $25K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; [Website]; 4/1/2016
   b. Education Award; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/1/2016
   c. Health Award; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/1/2016
   d. Humanitarian Award; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 4/1/2016

May

46. American Association for Cancer Research: AACR Distinguished Lecture on the Science of Cancer Health Disparities; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/20/2015
47. American Society for Microbiology
   a. ASM Lifetime Achievement Award; for faculty; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2015
   b. Cubist-ICAAC Award; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2016
   c. D.C. White Research and Mentoring Award; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2015
   d. Eli Lilly and Company-Elanco Research Award; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2015
   e. Maurice Hilleman/Merck Award; for faculty; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2016
   f. Promega Biotechnology Research Award; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2015
48. Association of American Medical Colleges
   a. Awards, 10 various; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 each awards/yr; [Website]; 5/1/2015
49. Basser Research Center for BRCA at the University of Pennsylvania: Basser Global Prize (no self nominations); for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [Website]; 5/15/2014
50. Brain and Behavior Research Foundation
   a. **Colvin Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Mood Disorders Research**; for post-doctoral, faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2015
   b. **Goldman-Rakic Prize for Cognitive Neuroscience**; for post-doctoral, faculty; $40K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2015
   c. **Lieber Prize for Schizophrenia Research**; for post-doctoral, faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2015
   d. **Ruane Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Child and Adolescent Psychiatric Research**; for post-doctoral, faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2015

51. Breakethrough Prize in Life Sciences: **Breakthrough Prizes in Life Sciences (no self nominations), on-line nomination**; $3M/yr x 1yr; 6 awards/yr; Website; 5/31/2015

52. Harold Hamm Diabetes Center: **Harold Hamm International Prize for Biomedical Research in Diabetes** (given every other year, 2017 is next award--check in summer 2016 for nomination); for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/13/2014

53. Institute of Medicine of the National Academies
   a. **Rhoda and Bernard Sarnat International Prize in Mental Health**; for faculty; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/5/2015
   b. **Gustav O. Lienhard Award**; for faculty; $40K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/5/2015

54. International Brain Research Organization: **IBRO/Kemali Prize (offered every other year)**; for faculty; $27K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/15/2016

55. King Faisal Foundation (KFF): **King Faisal International Prize for Medicine, 2016 topic: Clinical Application of Next Generation Genetics**; for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website; 5/1/2015

56. New York Academy of Medicine: **Lewis Rudin Glaucoma Prize (self nominations OK)**; for any; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/30/2015

57. Prince Mahidol Award Foundation: **Prince Mahidol Award (no self nominations)**, 1 medicine, 1 public health; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 5/31/2015

58. Rheumatology Research Foundation: **Presidential Gold Medal Award**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/15/2015

59. Robarts Research Institute at Western University: **J. Alyn Taylor International Prize in Medicine**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2015

60. World Food Prize (WFP) Foundation: **World Food Prize**; for any; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 5/1/2016

---

**June**

61. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons: **William W. Tipton Jr., M.D. Leadership Award**; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/12/2015

62. American Association for the Advancement of Science
   a. **AAAS Newcomb Cleveland Prize**; for faculty, Assistant Professor; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/30/2015
   b. **Eppendorf & Science Prize for Neurobiology**; for faculty, Assistant Professor; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/15/2015

63. American Epilepsy Society: **Distinguished Achievement Awards - William G. Lennox Award**; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/1/2015

64. American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
a. Alice and C. C. Wang Award in Molecular Parasitology (Nominations must be originated by ASBMB members and self-nominations are acceptable.); for faculty, MD, PhD; $35K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

b. ASBMB Young Investigator Award (The recipient must have no more than 15 years postdoctoral experience. Nominations must be originated by Society members, but nominees need not be ASBMB members.); for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

c. ASBMB-Howard K. Schachman Public Service Award; for faculty, MD, PhD; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

d. ASBMB-Merck Award (Nominations must be originated by Society members, but nominees need not be ASBMB members.); for faculty, MD, PhD; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

e. Avanti Award in Lipids (The recipient must have no more than 15 years postdoctoral experience. Nominations must be originated by Society members, and nominees must be ASBMB members.); for faculty; $3K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

f. Earl and Thressa Stadtman Distinguished Scientist Award (Nominations must be originated by Society members, but nominees need not be ASBMB members.); for faculty, MD, PhD; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

g. Herbert Tabor Research Award; for faculty, MD, PhD; $30K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/2/2015

65. American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition (A.S.P.E.N.): Stanley J. Dudrick Research Award; for faculty, Associate Professor or higher; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/30/2015

66. American Society for Reproductive Medicine: Arnold P. Gold Foundation Humanism in Medicine Award for Practicing Physicians; for faculty; $1K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/1/2016

67. BBVA Foundation
   a. Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Basic Sciences (no self nominations); for faculty; $400K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; Website; 6/30/2015
   b. Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Biomedicine (no self nominations); for faculty; $400K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; Website; 6/30/2015

68. Boehringer Ingelheim Foundation: Heinrich Wieland Prize; for faculty, Professor; $130K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/1/2016

69. L’Oréal USA: L’ORÉAL-UNESCO Awards for Women in Science (5 awards international, includes 1 to USA); for faculty, mid; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/16/2015

70. National Foundation for Infectious Diseases (NFID)
   a. Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Award (public health); for any; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/30/2015
   b. Maxwell Finland Award for Scientific Achievement (infectious disease and public health); for any; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/30/2015

71. Society for Neuroscience
   a. Jacob P. Waletzky Award; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/17/2015
   b. Julius Axelrod Prize; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/17/2015
   c. Peter and Patricia Gruber International Research Award; for pre-doctoral, post-doctoral; $25K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 6/3/2015
   d. Ralph W. Gerard Prize in Neuroscience; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 awards/yr; Website; 6/17/2015
e. **Swartz Prize for Theoretical and Computational Neuroscience**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 6/17/2015

f. **Young Investigator Award (degree <10yrs)**; for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website; 6/3/2015

72. Vilcek Foundation: **2016 Vilcek Prizes for Creative Promise in Biomedical Science (<38 yrs old)**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 3 awards/yr; Website; 6/15/2015

---

### July

73. American Cancer Society: **Lane Adams Quality of Life Award**; for any; 10-15 awards/yr; Website; 7/15/2015

74. American Psychiatric Association: **Award for Research in Psychiatry**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/25/2016

75. John Templeton Foundation: **Templeton Prize (no self-nomination)**; for any; $1.7M/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/1/2015

76. Lupus Foundation of America
   a. **Evelyn V. Hess, M.D., MACP, MACR Award**; for faculty, associate professor or higher; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/2/2015
   b. **Mary Betty Stevens, MD, Young Investigator Prize**; for faculty, Assistant or associate professor; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/2/2015

77. Lush Cosmetics: **Lush Prize**; for any; $85K/yr x 1yr; 5 awards/yr; Website; 7/24/2015

78. Manpei Suzuki Diabetes Foundation: **International Prize for Diabetes Research (self-nomination not allowed)**; for any; $150K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/1/2015

79. Wiley Foundation: **Wiley Prize in Biomedical Sciences**; for faculty; $35K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 7/31/2015

---

### August

80. American Association for Cancer Research
   a. **AACR Award for Lifetime Achievement in Cancer Research**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/26/2015
   b. **AACR Margaret Foti Award for Leadership and Extraordinary Achievements in Cancer Research**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/26/2015
   c. **AACR Princess Takamatsu Memorial Lectureship**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/19/2015
   d. **AACR Team Science Award**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/5/2015
   e. **AACR-American Cancer Society Award for Research Excellence in Cancer Epidemiology and Prevention**; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/19/2015
   f. **AACR-CRI Lloyd J. Old Award in Cancer Immunology**; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/5/2015
   g. **Pezcoller Foundation–AACR International Award for Cancer Research (no self nominations)**; for faculty; $84K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/12/2015

81. American Association for the Advancement of Science: **Science & SciLifeLab Prize for Young Scientists**; for post-doctoral; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/1/2015

82. American Diabetes Association
   a. **Albert Renold Award**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/28/2015
b. **Banting Medal for Scientific Achievement Award**; for faculty, MD, PhD; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/28/2015

c. **Outstanding Scientific Achievement Award (nominee <50Yrs)**; for faculty, MD, PhD; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/28/2015

83. American Epilepsy Society: **Epilepsy Research Recognition Awards Program**; for faculty, Associate Professor or higher; $10K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 8/3/2015

84. American Society for Laser Medicine and Surgery: **Dr. Horace Furumoto Innovations Professional Development Award--Young Investigator Award**; for any, early; $9K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/31/2015

85. Arthritis Foundation: **Lee C. Howley Sr. Prize for Arthritis Research**; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/3/2015

86. Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving: **Rosalynn Carter Leadership in Caregiving Award**; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/1/2015

87. University Hospitals Harrington Discovery Institute: **The Harrington Prize for Innovation in Medicine (joint with American Society for Clinical Investigation)**, no self-nomination; for Faculty, MD, MD/PhD; $20K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 8/28/2015

88. Wolf Foundation: **Wolf Prize** (award categories include chemistry, medicine, 1-2 awards/category), by nomination, no self-nominations; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website; 8/31/2015

---

**September**

89. American Association for Cancer Research

   a. **AACR Award for Outstanding Achievement in Cancer Research**; for any; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/2/2015

   b. **AACR G.H.A. Clowes Memorial Award**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/2/2015

   c. **AACR Joseph H. Burchenal Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in Clinical Cancer Research**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/9/2015

   d. **AACR Richard and Hinda Rosenthal Memorial Award**; for any; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/9/2015

90. American Gastroenterological Association: **Julius Friedenwald Medal**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/18/2015

91. American Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation: **New Investigator Award**; for post-doctoral, faculty, Assistant Professor; $30K/yr x 2yrs; 5-7 awards/yr; Website; 9/15/2015

92. Boehringer Ingelheim: **Boehringer Ingelheim Innovation Prize**; for any; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/3/2015

93. Celgene

   a. **Celgene Awards for Clinical Research in Hematology--Career Achievement**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/7/2015

   b. **Celgene Awards for Clinical Research in Hematology--Future Leaders in Hematology**; for faculty, early; $10K/yr x 1yr; 5 awards/yr; Website; 9/7/2015

   c. **Celgene Awards for Clinical Research in Hematology--Young Investigator**; for faculty, early; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/7/2015

94. InBev-Baillet Latour Fund: **Inbev-Baillet Latour Health Prize (no self nominations)**; for faculty; $273K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/30/2015

95. National Foundation for Cancer Research: **Szent-Györgyi Prize for Progress in Cancer Research**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/30/2015
96. Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine: Mechthild Esser Nemmers Prize in Medical Science; for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/15/2015

97. Protein Society
98. The Carl Brändén Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
99. The Christian B. Anfinsen Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
  a. The Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
  b. The Emil Thomas Kaiser Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
  c. The Hans Neurath Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
  d. The Protein Science Young Investigator Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015
  e. The Stein and Moore Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 9/24/2015

100. Tang Prize Foundation (given biennially): Tang Prize in Biopharmaceutical Science; for any; $1.6M/yr x 1yr; 1-3 awards/yr; Website; 9/30/2015

October
101. American Academy of Dermatology: Young Investigator Award; for faculty, early; $6K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 10/15/2015
102. American Brain Foundation
  a. John Dystel Prize for Multiple Sclerosis Research; for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/28/2015
  b. Potamkin Prize for Research in Pick's, Alzheimer's, and Related Diseases; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/28/2015
  c. Sheila Essey Award: An Award for ALS Research; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/28/2015
103. Conrad N. Hilton Foundation: Hilton Humanitarian Prize (awarded to organizations, no self-nomination); $1.5M/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/31/2015
104. Gairdner Foundation
  a. Canada Gairdner Global Health Award (no self nominations); for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
  b. Canada Gairdner International Awards (no self nominations); for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 5 awards/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
105. International Foundation Research in Paraplegia: IRP Schellenberg Prize; for faculty; $112K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website; 10/31/2015
106. March of Dimes: Prize in Developmental Biology; for faculty; $250K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/30/2015
107. National Academy of Sciences
  a. Atkinson Prize in Psychological and Cognitive Sciences; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
  b. Jessie Stevenson Kovalenko Medal (awarded every 3 yrs); for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
  c. John J. Carty Award for the Advancement of Science; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
  d. NAS Award for Scientific Reviewing (2016 focus is computer science); for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
  e. NAS Award in Chemical Sciences; for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015
f. **NAS Award in Molecular Biology (<45, US citizen)**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015

g. **NAS Award in the Neurosciences (awarded every 3 yrs)**; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015

h. **National Academy of Sciences Award for Scientific Discovery (2015 focus was chemistry, biochemistry or biophysics. Given biennially.)**; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2014

i. **Pradel Research Award (neuroscience)**; for faculty, mid; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2015

j. **Richard Lounsbery Award (awarded annually, alternates between US and French Scientist, 2017 for US)**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2014

k. **Selman A. Waksman Award in Microbiology (awarded every 2 yrs, next 2017)**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/1/2014

l. **Troland Research Awards, age < 40, psychology regarding the relationships of consciousness and the physical world.**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 10/1/2015

108. National Multiple Sclerosis Society: **John Dystel Prize for Multiple Sclerosis Research**; for faculty; $15K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/28/2015

109. Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences

   a. **Heineken Prize for Biochemistry and Biophysics (no self-nominations)**; for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/15/2015

   b. **Heineken Prize for Medicine (no self-nominations)**; for faculty; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/15/2015

110. University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine: **Dickson Prize in Medicine (self nominations appear ok, req US citizenship)**; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 10/12/2015
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**November**

111. Alpha Phi Foundation: **Heart to Heart Grant**; for faculty; $100K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/6/2015

112. American Association of Immunologists

   a. **AAI-BD Biosciences Investigator Award**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015

   b. **AAI-BioLegend Herzenberg Award**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015

   c. **AAI-Steinman Award for Human Immunology Research**; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015

   d. **AAI-Thermo Fisher Meritorious Career Award**; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015

113. American Chemical Society

   a. **Alfred Burger Award in Medicinal Chemistry--even years only**; for Faculty; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015

   b. **Arthur C. Cope Award**; for faculty; $177,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015

   c. **Arthur C. Cope Scholar Awards**; for faculty; $47,500/yr x 1yr; 10 awards/yr; Website; 11/1/2015

   d. **Award for Achievement in Research for the Teaching and Learning of Chemistry**; for faculty; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
e. Award for Computers in Chemical and Pharmaceutical Research; for any; $6K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
f. Award for Encouraging Disadvantaged Students into Careers in the Chemical Sciences; for any; $16,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
g. Award for Encouraging Women into Careers in the Chemical Sciences; for any; $16,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
h. Award in Pure Chemistry; for faculty; $6K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
i. Award in the Chemistry of Materials; for faculty; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
j. Earle B. Barnes Award for Leadership in Chemical Research Management; for any; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015
k. Peter Debye Award in Physical Chemistry; for any; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/1/2015

114. American Gastroenterological Association
a. Distinguished Achievement Award; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/7/2015
b. William Beaumont Prize in Gastroenterology; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/6/2015

115. American Physiological Society
a. Giles F. Filley Memorial Award for Excellence in Respiratory Physiology and Medicine; for faculty, assistant professor; $14K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; Website; 11/13/2015
b. Lazaro J. Mandel Young Investigator Award; for faculty, assistant professor; $6,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/13/2015
c. S&R Foundation Ryuji Ueno Award; for faculty; $30K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/13/2015
d. Shih-Chun Wang Young Investigator Award; for faculty, assistant professor; $7,500/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/13/2015

116. American Society for Surgery of the Hand (ASSH): A. Lee Osterman Excellence in Education Award; for faculty; $5K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015

117. Beckman Foundation, Arnold and Mabel: Beckman-Argyros Award in Vision Research; for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/20/2015

118. Hastings Center: Hastings Center Cunniff-Dixon Physician Awards (end-of-life care), award by nomination; for faculty, MD; $25K/yr x 1yr; 5 awards/yr; Website; 11/30/2015

119. Indiana University School of Medicine: Steven C. Beering Award; for faculty; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/6/2015

120. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) School of Engineering: Lemelson-MIT Prize; for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/30/2015

121. New York Academy of Sciences: National Blavatnik Awards for Young Scientists; for faculty, Assistant Professor; $250K/yr x 1yr; 3 awards/yr; Website; 11/18/2015

122. Sabin Vaccine Institute: Albert B. Sabin Gold Medal Award; for faculty; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/20/2015

123. Shaw Prize Foundation: The Prize in Life Science and Medicine (nominations submitted by invited nominators only); for faculty; $1M/yr x 1yr; 2-3 awards/yr; Website; 11/30/2015

124. Warren Alpert Foundation: Warren Alpert Prize, awarded for advances in Biomedicine, no self nomination; for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 11/2/2015
December
125. American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Foundation: Award for Excellence in Medication-Use Safety; for any; $50K/yr x 1yr; 3 awards/yr; Website; 12/1/2015 LOI
126. Champalimaud Foundation: António Champalimaud Vision Award; for faculty; $1.1M/yr x 1yr; 1-6 awards/yr; Website; 12/31/2015
127. Endocrine Society: Fred Conrad Koch Lifetime Achievement Award; for faculty, PhD, MD, MD/PhD; $25K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/18/2015
128. Gruber Foundation
   a. Genetics Prize; for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1-3 awards/yr; Website; 12/15/2015
   b. Neuroscience Prize; for faculty; $500K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/15/2015
129. Kavli Foundation: Kavli Prize in Neuroscience; for faculty; $1M/yr x 1yr; 1-3 (shared prize) awards/yr; Website; 12/1/2013
130. Lighthouse Guild
   a. Bressler Prize in Vision Science; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/31/2015
   b. Pisart Award in Vision Science; for faculty, early; $30K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/31/2015
131. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), McGovern Institute for Brain Research: Scolnick Prize in Neuroscience (no self nominations); for faculty; $125K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/15/2015
132. UTMB Health School of Health Professions/The Transitional Learning Center of Galveston: Robert L. Moody Prize for Distinguished Initiatives in Brain Injury Research and Rehabilitation; for faculty; $10K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; 12/1/206

Rolling or no deadline specified
133. Found Animals Foundation: Michelson Prize ($25M one time award); for faculty; $25M/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; Website; rolling; LOI
134. Franklin Institute, The: Benjamin Franklin Medal; for faculty; 7 awards/yr; Website; rolling
135. Hope Funds for Cancer Research: Awards of Excellence Honorees in Basic Science, Clinical Development, Medicine, Advocacy and Philanthropy (by nomination by Trustees and Advisors of the Hope Funds); for faculty; 3-4 awards/yr; Website
136. Humboldt Foundation, Alexander von: Humboldt Research Award; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 100 awards/yr; Website; rolling
137. PKD (Polycystic Kidney Disease) Foundation: Lillian Jean Kaplan International Prize for Advancement in the Understanding of Polycystic Kidney Disease (PKD); for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; 1-2 awards/yr; Website

ADVANCEMENT SERVICES
We are available to:
- Show you tools to identify funding sources, including tips and shortcuts on how to use Pivot.COS.com, to get weekly emails of customized listings with your specific keywords as well as answer any questions you may have. Email to arrange a time.
- Talk with you about your grants schedule and funding strategy,
- Attend a department or group meeting to tell you more about private research funding
• Help create a funding strategy
• Give a “Lay-person” perspective on your; LOI; or proposal narratives

It would be helpful to know if you or someone in your area responds to an RFP listed here. It is important that anyone submitting check the Office of Research Funding Services proposal policy to insure that any other internal requirements are met before submitting. Don't forget to check with your Office of Technology Management (OTM) Licensing Officer to make sure your IP is suitably protected.
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